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Evaluation results for each resource speakers are as follows:

Speaker: Takashi Nagatsuka
Professor Emeritus, Tsurumi University, Yokohama Japan
Information Coordinator, IFLA-RSCAO

Topic: ANew Perspective of Public Libraries to Offer their Services to all
Members of Multicultural Society

Analysis and Content:



Overall Rating:



A. What part of the discussion you are most interested with?

Multicultural library services in Japan

How Japan promotes multiculturalism through libraries and museums.

Presentation of unique libraries in Japan

Presentation of the different libraries as well as the best practices of Japan

Programs and activities of libraries

Possible resource sharing

Community renovation

Different ways libraries can cater to the public

Presentation on public library programs in Japan

Services being offered to the foreigners and how to manage it.

Cultural arts complex facility, libraries in malls

Best practices of public libraries in Japan

How libraries in Japan develops

The different types of libraries and services

Tour in Japan

Challenges in creating new services for the public library.

The public reading spaces.

Libraries group intersections of government, non-governmental and private institutions.

Scholarships offer in Japan

Figures on multicultural group

Different library in Japan

Statistics and visuals.

Integration of multiculturalism

Personal experience

Partnership with other libraries even outside the country

Social education

Working together in promoting the significance of libraries especially for the young ones.

Multicultural library practices in Japan

Library tour in Japan

The presentation



Partnership of government and private institutions to establish compound/complex facilities for multicultural library services

Different type of libraries and stakeholders

Public reading space

Japan serves as a good example in promoting public libraries and museums. Both public and private sectors are dedicated
to provide service to the community.

The interplay of new ideas to usefulness of public library

Different ways how Japan presents public libraries

Multiculturalism in libraries

Partnership between the private and public organizations

Role of libraries in the multicultural society

Comparison of facilities

Involving all stakeholders to build libraries that would support the interests of diverse users.

Digitization efforts

Samples of library services in Japan

Librarian as information provider and mediator of cultural; assets

I became aware of the public libraries services in Japan

Libraries in Japan and their services

Programs and activities offered by them

Different services and programs given

The demonstration of different public libraries with each programs

Presentation about the different libraries in Japan

Different libraries in Japan

The presentation of different libraries in Japan and how it promotes multiculturalism

Changing landscape of public library system.

Programs and activities they offer

Sharing of new library services for a multicultural society.

Different libraries in Japan.

Everything.

B.What have you learned?

It's really the political will and government priority that will move public library's thrust and learning journey

Japan's advancement in creating information centers for all



Public libraries in Japan are very active

That there is no barrier to help and serve community

Multiculturalism in Japanese Culture

Involvement of stakeholders and multicultural society, resources

Library practices in Japan

Libraries are important in nation-building

To include other services to multicultural groups

Role of social education and how to promote well

Important role of public libraries in the society

Adaption of multiculturalism

different libraries have their own services for their community

Getting grants

Special education can be implemented by both public and private sectors in the library.

That both private and public sectors in Japan are supporting its public library.

Public libraries stimulate creativity, social education of the both public and private sector.

Filipinos are recognized

Social facilities and community renovation

Best practices and strategies.

Diverse collection, integration of libraries and new library (green building)

How libraries important to the users

The roles of social education by establishing libraries, galleries, museums in the community

Public library services in Japan

New perspective of library services to public libraries

Promoting libraries and culture.

Promotion of cultural diversity

Multicultural library practices in Japan

Recent societal changes and its impact on the roles and services of public libraries

Different strategies/ techniques

Multiculturalism in libraries is progressing

To focus book activity on local history and culture

The government is very supportive in line of library promotions and activities



Public libraries are keeping up with new technology just like academic libraries and special libraries to provide education,
love for culture and building communities.

Changing the services of public library

Libraries should be able to present itself out of the box

The three different types of management in the public libraries in Japan.

Multilingualism of storytelling for library clients.

Partnership between the private and public organizations for promotion

Creation of actual and digital spaces.

Public libraries creating actual and digital spaces

Building digital/green libraries would require collaboration with stakeholders.

The library's role in providing services to multicultural societies in Japan.

Outsourcing library services

Boundaries of public libraries

I learned that Japan is open to multiculturalism

Philippine libraries have a long way to go

Innovation is important

Different types of libraries services and designs

Public library services to its multicultural society has its vital role to disseminate services that would suited to their needs

Importance of libraries on social education, how they offer services, facilities to multicultural society

Multicultural society in Japan

How to offer multicultural materials and services through partnership and collaboration

Multicultural library services offered in Japan libraries

Additional roles of public libraries in societies.

Innovation is important. You have to become innovative in crafting library services to satisfy patrons.

I learned new trends and practices in promoting library services.

Facilities in libraries at Japan.

C. How are you going to apply the knowledge gain in your work?

Think about advancements and ideas to improve in making the library multi culturally inclined

Continue to innovate and think new ideas

Reorganization of materials. Selection of new books.



Replicate the ideas

Welcoming new perspective to my field of work not only following the traditional; practices

Develop more programs to promote use of public libraries

To establish partnership with other institutions

Promoting public library services to the community

Develop services that is good for the client

by preparing research work

Offer our services to all members of the community.

Establish more library spaces by tapping the HEU's.

Dissemination of learned topics in the community.

To be multicultural

Adopting the activities that they practice in there public libraries

Evaluate the current situation and apply gained knowledge appropriately.

How to support in terms of funds from government.

Practice and apply to the library Im with

Adopt program in our public libraries. What I like most is the disaster preparedness center

Extend library services on multiculturalism

Take part in promoting and encouraging the use of libraries.

Echo to the staff

Adapt the activities and practices that will help improve library services.

Adopt some of the applicable techniques

To share these learning to my peers

We will include this activity for the year 2020

Collaborates to the local executives

Continuously promote libraries and reading.

Harness the multiculturalism of users of the library

Maybe come up with non conventional ways to promote library

To take the challenge in creating new services in our library

Mother tongue language is useful in storytelling

Gain networks for enhancing my library

Give emphasis and priorities on multicultural society.

Partnerships



Would have to rely on my collaborative networks with different departments within the institution.

Create projects

Reaching out to the people in the community.

By initiating the multiculturalism service in my own library

Echo

Thinking new ideas and creating new programs to satisfy the needs of the community.

Can apply the design of Japan libraries in our library

Being open for more possibilities to engage into activities with diverse background

Providing services and facilities to people of all walks of life without discrimenation

Collate and put up multicultural materials for foreign library users

To look at the possibility of opening multicultural services in our own library

New concepts/ knowledge in innovating library service.

By thinking of new ideas and programs to satisfy the needs of the community.

By identifying services that we can adapt.

Adapt several facilities.



Speaker: Dr. Rina H. Diaron
Vice Head
National Committee on Libraries and Information Services
National Commission for Culture and the Arts

Topic: NCCA-NCLIS Initiatives on Multiculturalism Promotions

Analysis and Content:



Overall Rating:



A. What part of the discussion you are most interested with?
Grants

NCCA grants

NCCA-NCLIS grants

The support for research in culture and the arts and travel grants.

Programs that can help from NCCA

Presenting the different subcommisions of NCCA

Presentations of all available grants

Possible grants

Budget allocations for LGUs to establish libraries in their barangays

NCLIS Programs and Grants

Services of NCCA to the public

NCCA Grants and Programs

Projects and grants, technical assistance programs



Promoting multiculturalism

I like teh discussion about competitive grant and other programs of NCCA-NCLIS

Programs, help and support from NCCA.

How to become a member of NCCA- NCLIS

Support the individual/ organization on projects and programs for cultural heritage.

Grant

Grants/support for research in culture and the arts

About NCCA and their initiatives in promoting multiculturalism

NCCA NCLIS grants

Financial grant.

The care and interest accorded to multicultural/indigenous sectors of the community/society

The assistance provided by NCCA-NCLIS to the community especially barangay reading centers

Project assistance programs.

Partnership with different libraries

Various grants of NCCA to support libraries

Funding

The support for research.

Technical Assistance Program

NCCA NCLIS

The grants offered by NCCA-NCLIS

The grants that NCLIS is offering

Was able to be familiar of NCCA-NCLIS

Discussion of NCCA opportunities and grants

Programs/grants of NCCA NCLIS

NCCA NCLIS have different initiatives in promoting multiculturalism

Grants provided/supported by NCCA NCLIS

NCCA-NCLIS initiatives on multiculturalism promotions.

Services and grants offered by NCCA-NCLIS

Different initiatives of NCLIS

Competitive grants offered by the NCCA-NCLIS

NCCA-NCLIS services

Information on grants by NCCA



Grants offered by NCLIS. It motivated me to do research

The initiatives of the NCCA NCLIS

NCCA -NCLIS purpose and thrusts

NCCA-NCLIS Programs

NCCA grants to libraries

Grants they offered

NCCA funding and grants

Filipino heritage

The presentation and the way she talked.

Services of NCCA-NCLIS

B. What have you learned?
Grants

Grants crafted by NCCA-NCLIS

NCCA is the institution that can help to improve our activities

Information about NCCA. How the Commission was created, its mandate, purpose and contribution to the country

The different opportunities for information professionals pertaining to grants provided by NCCA-NCLIS

NCCA-Subcommission, Grants, Opportunities

Access to NCCA NCLIS

Achievements of NCCA NCLIS

Programs and grants

NCCA's mandate is very good and should be utilized

Importance of cultural agency

RA10066, the law strengthening the NCCA is not properly disseminated as the new applicable law for NCCA duties

Establishment of Brgy. Reading centers

I learned a lot, about NCCA & NCLIS, the RA, the 19 National committees and other programs that motivates to part of their
program

That there are institutions that can help improve library programs

Grants offered by NCCA

Promotion of cultural traditions via innovative ways.

Access to NCCA-NCLIS

Projects to be granted funding



Learned that NCCA grants and support programs that promotes libraries within the country

Possible grants that can be availed from NCCA NCLIS

Components of NCCA-NCLIS and how Filipino arts and culture are being promoted.

The means to establish learning centers through financial assistance from NCCA

Grants and promotions

Sharing of resources

How library can be more productive

How to enhance library services through NCCA

NCCA projects and grants

How to get funding and grants.

Information about multiculturalism in the Philippines through NCCA.

All about NCLIS

Information about NCCA-NCLIS and their funded projects.

Various grants offered by NCCA-NCLIS

Functions and initiatives of NCCA-NCLIS

That NCCA provides grant

Learned different opportunities that NCCA offers to library

Funding from NCCA NCLIS

THere are grants that we can apply esp establishment of barangay reading center

Importance of building a community because that is what we need.

There are many ways in which libraries can be supported by NCCA

Learn about how to apply for grants

NCCA-NCLIS and their programs in promoting libraries

Existence of grants in research

Application of grants

Instilling into my mindset that my country has its own institution in promoting cultures and arts to all parts of the country.

Importance of collaboration between libraries

Ways on how to apply for grants

Giving importance to our culture and as a librarian, help promote it.

Learned that they give support and assistance through their program

The mandate of NCCA NCLIS

The important role that NCCA in disseminating information about culture and the arts



Programs and grants offered by NCCA NCLIS

The work/ objective of NCCA in the field of arts and culture

There are grants that NCCA can be given to public libraries for potential projects

NCCA NCLIS is accommodating to welcome proposals

NCCA is giving grants for the establish

NCCA funding and grants

NCCA-NCLIS' functions.

Grants they offer to the community.

NCCA-NCLIS has a lot of grants intended for culture

C. How are you going to apply the knowledge gain in your work?
Apply for grants

To promote/craft ideas that focuses on culture and arts through services and activities

Gets support from NCCA for upcoming projects

Propose project that would make our library multicultural friendly

Project proposals

Possible grants for future programs

Be flexible with opportunities

Develop projects that will support the development of libraries and readership in the Philippines.

To inform the LGUs regarding the supports we could get from the institution

Suggest coordination meetings with regard to info dissemination and updates

Practice multiculturalism in our library

We need to participate to their program and motivational things are very important services

Practical application for the upcoming activities in the library

Learning more about other other languages to understand the variety of customs and social life conditions.

Encourage others to submit proposals

Create proposal to be submitted to NCCA

Relate to the young librarian what and how NCCA-NCLIS can help them on the organization for the scholarship and grant.

Preparing project proposal for establishing learning centers in barangays in the provinces thru financial grant from NCCA

Encourage the community to learn the programs and grants of NCCA-NCLIS

Creating project proposals

Sharing with others



Conduct research.

Involvement in the promotion of our culture, heritage and race.

Echo to the staff

Relay gained knowledge to my staff.

How our institution can benefit from the grants offered by NCCA-NCLIS

Share knowledge with my peers

Try to disseminate information that NCCA offers grants

By applying to these grants

Apply for grant

I'm interested to apply for grant for establishment of barangay reading center

Echo to my colleagues about the grants.

Apply gained knowledge on grants application

Help in the promotion and participate in the NCCA-NCLIS initiatives particularly in multiculturalism.

Ask for grants to develop my library

Share the gained knowledge

Relay this matter to my organization

Promote this to my library researches.

Sharing of services and collection linkages with other libraries

Echo / Work on a proposal

By suggesting promotional activities in our library that can advocate in students' love for Filipino culture

By studying and research more for adopting the program and implementing culture

Submit project proposal to NCCA NCLIS

Application of programs that could be funded

Apply grants or encourage others to avail the opportunities provided by NCCA

Develop the initiatives promoting multiculturalism

Project proposal, apply for grant

To propose a project

Inform and echo to the staff

Utilize funding for official projects.

Promote multiculturalism, make strategies to sustain development of people in our community.

Apply for the grants

Apply for the grant.



Speaker: Ms. Arizza Ann S. Nocum
KRIS Library

Topic: Promoting Empathy and Peace Across Cultures through Libraries

Analysis and Content:





Overall Rating:



A. What part of the discussion you are most interested with?
All

Different libraries in Japan

How Kris Library helped community in providing free information/reading centers and scholarships

Discrimination of white and black, Religion

Advocacy and success of the Kris Library

Promoting the love of library

Everything

Life story of the speaker

Their advocacy on library and reading plus improvement of lives of the people.

KRIS Library Projects

The five hugot: fear, inspiration, humility, affliction, tragedy (FAITH) and about KRIS library

Achievement of the speaker about providing a very promising solution to extremism

KRIS library for Kristiyano and Islam peace advocacy

Muslim experience

The vitality of affection.

Her 5 "hugots"

5 hugot

Diversity, Global, Terrorism, Fear and Affection

Promoting peace through library

Promotion of reading awareness and interest of libraries.

Being a Muslim

Filipinos have diverse languages and culture.

Personal experience

Partnership with other libraries

Her hugot and faith

Advocacy of giving education especially the victims of insurgency in Mindanao

Sharing her story

History of KRIS library

The Humility "hugot"

The five hugot.

How KRIS library was set up and became successful in helping children/youth living in poor and conflicted communities.



Hugot portion

KRIS Library

Video presentations and hugot

Mostly all of the points discussed

Her stories and hugot and how she try to make a difference by building libraries and supporting education

The five hugots of the speaker.

Promoting empathy and peace across cultures

Grassroot and library services

The speaker's story on how she came up with KRIS library and her initiative to promote peace and education.

Inspirational sharing

Her attitude of positivity

Establishment of KRIS library

5 hugots of the speaker.

Everything! From the presentation to the personal stories

The journey of the speaker

Making education more accessible to Filipino youth living in poor and conflicted communities.

Use of the library to promote peace

Hugot; inspirational message/stories

Sustaning KRIS library

Im challenge with the advocacy and promote and build libraries

Her life story

KRIS library project in helping Filipino youth

Religion s not an issue in volunteerism

Diversity-- ang limang hugot

Delivery of the discussion.

Hugot lines

The sharing of her 5 hugot

How they established a library to promote peace

Discrimination and inspiration.

The way she talked. I'm inspired.

Passion of customer-service

Her personal story



B. What have you learned?
Islam

Inclusion of multicultural patrons in the library

Everyone has the capacity to help and promote learning/education. One must have faith

Love is blind. "Kapangyarihan ng pagmamahal sa kapwa"

Kristian-Islam Peace Library

Library can be a catalyst for peace

Acceptance, love, diversity and respect

You don't need money and power to give back to others

Libraries support communities in so many ways

Libraries change lives.

Chavacano terms, inspirational stories on peace and faith.

I learned about KRIS Library and how it grow.

It is very possible to work towards peace and developemnt

Helping children to give education by supporting library unprivileged/ facilities and materials

Affection and inspiration.

Based on her experiences, keep faith and pay it forward.

Encourage community to join advocacies that can be very helpful for their growth and development.

Chavacano word. AA library that make peace unites different people.

Learned about the KRIS library. This is the first time I heard about it and its amazing

Libraries, stories and importance of reading. Peace without borders.

Care and concern for the less marginalized groups in the society.

Passion, importance of giving back help and emphathy.

Through faith, love and respect, we can do great things

Library must be for everyone

Libraries are tools for promoting peace among diverse culture

Advocacy of promoting libraries in Mindanao, being a Muslim community.

Acceptance and respect

Perseverance is the foundation of success

We may change the way we do things but certain values have to remain.



I learned the true meaning of acceptance and respect. I was inspired by her story at a very young age, she was able to
inspire young people with her advocacy and love of libraries.

FAITH (Fear, Inspiration, Affection, Tragedy and Humility) to succeed despite hardships.

Religion is not a barrier to have a happy family or society.

Faith

That religion is not hindrance in helping others

Learned that faith is really important

Diversity, acceptance, love

Her stories of volunteerism and purpose are inspiring

Differences in culture is not a hindrance.

Librray can be agent of change. Can promote peace.

Opportunities reaching out to the communities

Do our part to share the importance of books, reading and libraries.

Share something to other people

Don't give up.

Unity despite of differences.

Inspirational story of Arizza

The speaker's personal experiences drives her into advocating reading without borders

Her commitment, motivation and love for books.

FAITH

Christians and Muslims can be united towards one goal despite of different beliefs.

It is doable and has a long lasting effect to society

Her story may inspire others

Advocacy in education

People with diverse backgrounds can work together in harmony

Never give up

Cultural diversity is not a barrier in helping one another and improvement of our country

Ethnic language

Learned about KRIS Library and what they have gone through.

Do not be judgmental

To make Christian and Muslim a community

Differences in culture should not be a hindrance to attain peace and growth



Be grateful.

Resourcefulness, initiative and collaboration.

Faith acronym

C. How are you going to apply the knowledge gain in your work?
Include multicultural collections

Helping small libraries through our library exchange program

Be fair. Don't look at the differences

Promoting reading

By being considerate to others and pay it forward

Support KRIS initiatives

Continue to dream and serve the public.

Touching the lives of Filipino youth through the library's effort and services

The five hugot na shinare nya ay talagang nagmotivate sa akin na mapaganda at mapaayos ang library through partners.

Will encourage library community to practice inclusion among our multicultural clientele

No discrimination as regards to the library client. Equality in terms of information sharing.

Selection of additional books related to Islam.

Application of her five "hugots" in real life experience.

To keep learning and to do more that would help other people who are less unfortunate.

Sharing what I have learned. Join to groups with advocacies and be an advocate leader.

Like KRIS library, putting your heart and affection in library is the best resources to continue.

I was really inspired to the program of Ms. Arizza and I hope someday I can contribute and be engaged in this kind of
program through our library

KRIS libraryis an inspiration. Libraries can also volunteer in the project.

Support this kind of advocacy and share books and other library materials.

Selection of additional Islam related books

Spread the Filipino culture and tradition

Apply to the library where I'm with

Maybe someday, I will provide my entire advocacy of establishing a mini library in our place.

Be more understanding and considerate

Echo to the staff.

Be an inspiration to my staff as to the value of library services in building communities.



Information dissemination in the library I am serving, so they would know her advocacy and ask if they can help.

Practice the speaker's approach in order to gain success in our libraries.

Establish tutorial and mentoring activities, have a special program for children.

Build libraries to make peace and education to community

Values / Philosophies in life of every person

Help without being judgmental or or without discrimination

By helping the KRIS library

Being aware of the needs of different individuals, background and culture

KRIS library will be kept in my mind for possible beneficiary of book donations from our institution

Accept the challenge in sharing knowledge to the community.

Knowledge on how to engage in library outreach activities

Help promote peace among different cultures through libraries.

Accept all clients regardless of background

Get inspiration from people around you.

Continue her advocacy

Creating my own advocacy to where I am

Echo

By promoting this advocacy in the library

Faith

Support advocacy/outreach programs

I will advocate for the promotion of reading and libraries in the community

Promote reading and love for books to children especially to out-of-school youth

Be involved. Participate in community project. Promote peace in our working environment

Consider to highlight other language in library service

Spreading the information about KRIS library

Show your care for other people

Treating my clients equally regardless of religion.

Don't look at the differences. Be fair always.

Share my knowledge and expertise.

Echo her personal story and the five hugots



Speaker: Mr. Reynald S. Ocampo
Program Officer
Books for Asia
The Asia Foundation

Topic: Creation, Translation and Access on Books in Mother Tongue:
Workshop on Let’s Read App by TAF



Analysis and Content:



Overall Rating:



A. What part of the discussion you are most interested with?
Translation

The Let's Read app

Workshop

All

Translation workshop

How the organization works/ operate and how it reached people from all overthe world to help promote their advocacy

Translation of books from English to Tagalog

Translation. Creation of books.

Translations exercise and the effort of the Asia Foundation in the promotion of reading

Learning the mother tongue Read App

Asia Foundation programs

Let's Read Asia Application which is downloadable

Translation application

community translation

Asia Foundation initiatives and programs

Shared reading experience

Translation to Filipino language.

Topic on collaboration.

Translation.

Digital App

Translating of books in mother tongue

Let's Read Project

Sharing of reading experiences.

Book translation.

Use of applications and technology to promote reading

Translation into different vernacular

Books that can get for free

Let's Read Asia

Translation phase

Translation workshop.

Process of translating children's books in Mother tongue language



Learning the significance of mother tongue

About the Let's Read App

Translation of story book/ mother tongue

Innovations in promoting multiculturalism

Impart study

Translating books in mother tongue using the Let's Read app

How reading affects us as libraries/educators

How to encourage reading

Books included in the "Let's Read" application

The app is free!

Translation exercises

Translation process and procedure

Public libraries in Japan

Activity and workshop on translation

Implementation of innovations in advancing multiculturalism.

Let's Read app

Translating the storybook

Let's Read Application

Promoting reading habits to children

Implementing innovations in advancing multiculturalism.

Book translation

Sharing books to different libraries

Let's Read attributes

B. What have you learned?

Translation

The Asia Foundation and how it helped children and people all over the world

Importance of understanding

Using different apps

Translation to mother tongue

The books from them are accessible and easy to understand



There is application that can be used to translate stories.

Richness of Tagalog/ Filipino language.

Translating story books

Books for Asia Foundation

Value of collaboration and partnerships.

Importance of collaboration in translation so as to provide a good material that everyone can access.

Importance of Asia Foundation since its inception

Each person varies on their translation of the same text

Let's Read Project is a simple ad cost effective way to support ethnic minority children

Books for Asia Foundation.

The process of book translation and the work of The Asia Foundation

Translation is not that easy.

Translation into different vernacular

Sharing and partnership

The Let's Read app. Reading with a child is a lifetime investment.

Book translation to mother tongue

The power of collaboration.

Value of cooperation, group work and respect for the opinion of other people.

Benefits earned if children have access to relatable books.

Significance of mother tongue

The use of technology and application in the library

Different digital tools esp. Let's Read app

Books translations to the language understandable to the users

Reading services

Translating books in mother tongue

The many opportunities that we can have and promote mother tongue language.

Reading is not only for information seeking. It is also for recreation

Let's read application

Sharing of reading materials.

Translation is had when there are a lot of people who contribute.

How these advocacies could help young people

Translating stories from one language to another



Importance of mother tongue materials in learning

Importance of public libraries to society

Translation guidelines

Book translation workshop

Educating young people

Language translation

How to translate a storybook that can be easily understood by a child

The app enables users to read books in the language of their choice.

Collaboration.

Educate young people.

We can volunteer to translate books

Collaboration is most important for libraries.

Let's read app is collaborative, playful, relatable and simple

Techniques on how to translate

C. How are you going to apply the knowledge gain in your work?
Know how the library can contribute to NGOs

To understand people

Sharing it to others

Introduce Asia Foundation and its programs to libraries who may benefit from them

use the books in the storytelling sessions of the library

Innovation

Collaborative output, empowered if working together

Promoting books through Let's Read App to clients

by reintroducing storytelling and reading to children

Practice collaboration to improve the services of the library.

Start translating storybooks in the library using the application.

Libraries can help in the translating of stories

Inform the Division to coordinate with The Asia Foundation

Setting-up of a translation service to accommodate more clients.

Enlightens the library users of sharing and beng partners of NGO library

Translating children books to mother tongue

Apply in the activities of my library



We can use this in our social engagement activities in barangay libraries/communities

Echo to the staff.

Create one made by the library users.

Work well with others to finish the assigned tasks. Two heads are better than one.

Teach young children to read books especially mother-tongue language books.

Revival of mother tongue in my home town

Still thinking of the possibility of using Let's Read app for our institution

Updates story book with mother tongue translations

Possibility of tailor fitting library service

We will translate some of our books in English and Chinese in our mother tongue

Recommend the Let's Read App to other reading centers

Not applicable to our workplace because we have our own translation services

Encourage others to read

Make use of the Let's read application

Sharing of reading materials.

Conducting storytelling using the app.

Spread the word

Give satisfactory services to clients

This will be a training to make a book or a simple story for children

Translation of learning materials

I will announce this app to my colleagues and co-employees

Downloading and using books via Let's Read App

Teaching and educating young people

Outreach programs

Collaborate with NGO

Will teach my clients about this app.



Speaker: Ms. Nelia R. Balagapo
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A. What part of the discussion you are most interested with?
BSP-KRN initiatives

Video presentation

KRN of BSP

KRN

KRN initiatives

Objectives of KRN



About the EFLC KRN

Presentation of accomplishment of EFLC

BSP initiative on sharing, networking and collaborations

Presentation about BSP

BSP KRN

Objectives of BSP EFLC library team

All are interesting about KRN and how it grow and different institution that has

Partnership with libraries nationwide on BSP-KRN Project

Knowledge sharing with other government agencies.

Partnership with other libraries

3Ps

BSP' EFLC program

Initiative of sharing through KRN

Partnership with other library

The cause

Appreciation of their contribution to other entities

BSP KRN partnership with other libraries

Number of libraries included in KRN.

Partnerships with other libraries for further dissemination of publications.

BSP KRN networking and sharing of knowledge

The libraries of KRN

KRN established in public libraries nationwide

Knowledge Resource Center

Presentation

BSP KRCs

Awareness on BSP initiatives

Resources of KRN

BSP-KRN

BSP KRN's status

Group translation

The work of BSP in reaching out other institutions

BSP-KRN book donation program



All

The initiative of BSP in hsrihg their resources

The topic and the delivery of presentation.

B. What have you learned?
Collaboration

KRN initiatives

Initiatives of BSP-KRN

Team of BSP

How BSP EFLC KRN works

Awareness of the different program and initiatives of EFLC

KRN in Public libraries, SUCs, LGUs, etc. Empowerment of citizenry

Network resources, collaborations

Networking initiatives

BSP KRN is very useful to everyone

Their Team

I learned that having a KRN in library is one of the needs of library today in providing resources in terms of economic status

BSP assistance to libraries with regards to subject areas related to economics, banking, finance and investment

Networking is important.

KRN members

3Ps--Presence, Partnership and Participation

How wide BSP partnership with other institution most specifically LGU

KRN collection

BSP-KRN

Sharing and partnership

The BSP has limitations due to its being a government entity

Knowledge Resource collections

KRN networks and initiatives.

Initiative is very much important in the field of librarianship. This helps augment the collection of libraries.

Different programs of their library

Importance of KRN

Public awareness on monetary policies



Initiatives of BSP for institutions

BSP

BSP KRCs

Better understanding of monetary policy

BSP's partnership and how they make their presence felt

Network is important in sharing information and participation in terms of partnership and resource sharing

Nature and beauty of JRN

Scope of BSP-KRN initiative nationwide

BSP-KRN initiatives

Usefulness of the KRN

Reading is important

BSP-KRN initiatives.

Network of libraries for strengthening financial literacy among Filipinos

C. How are you going to apply the knowledge gain in your work?
Echo

Will process the MOU as soon as possible

Explore networking possibilities to strengthen libraries

Ask the institution to partner with BSP to establish one

So, I will do as what other library to have a KRN corner and to have clients and how to grow with it.

Promote BSP-KRN to library clients

Provision of user-education sessions using KRN

Widen network for wider range of resources.

Collaborate with other library and other resource sharing entities.

To push through KRN Project

Networking will help and additional resources will apply

Introduce to the public

Make students/clients aware on sharing and partnership with other libraries

Reaching the "unreachable" areas

Linkage and networking with other libraries

Echo to staff

Collections should be introduced to the students, faculty and admin.



To partner with BSP to avail their resources

Promote KRN to library users

Like to have possible partnership with BSP KRN

Refers students/faculty researchers on economic financial institution

Improve the BSP KRNs services

Dissemination of the knowledge I acquired

Strengthen partnership so information can be widely disseminated.

Spread the word and network with BSP KRN

Echo what I have learned

Share information and stories from the seminar

Get involved in the project in terms of implementation

Share information/ stories

Promote the resources of KRN.
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